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ABSTRACT
Developers frequently use the web to locate API examples that
help them solve their programming tasks. While sites like Stack
Overflow (SO) contain API examples embedded within their textual
descriptions, developers cannot access this API knowledge directly.
Instead they need to search for and browse results to select relevant
SO posts and then read through individual posts to figure out which
answers contain information about the APIs that are relevant to
their task. This paper introduces an approach, called Scout, that
automatically analyzes search results to extract API signature infor-
mation. These signatures are used to group and rank examples and
allow for a unique API-based presentation that reduces the amount
of information the developer needs to consider when looking for
API information on the web. This succinct representation enables
Scout to be integrated fully within an IDE panel so that developers
can search and view API examples without losing context on their
development task. Scout also uses this integration to automatically
augment queries with contextual information that tailors the devel-
oper’s queries, and ranks the results according to the developer’s
needs. In an experiment with 40 developers, we found that Scout
reduces the number of queries developers need to perform by 19%
and allows them to solve almost half their tasks directly from the
API-based representation, reducing the number of complete SO
posts viewed by approximately 64%.

1 INTRODUCTION
Developers rely on the specialized functionality provided by ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) to help them complete
their development tasks [44]. Before they can use an API, develop-
ers need to discover which APIs might be appropriate considering
the code they are working on and how the API is meant to be
used [1]. One common way developers look for potential APIs is
through search engines like Google [16, 45]. Unfortunately, this in-
troduces workflow friction as developers have to frequently switch
between their IDE and browser [6, 32], copy code terms into their
searches [21, 46], and manage a large number of browser tabs as
they assess different solutions [9, 25]. Even when a web page, such
as a Stack Overflow (SO) post, contains the required API informa-
tion, developers have to read through the content to identify which
APIs are present and how they might fit into their code [17]. These
extra steps affect developers’ focus and increase their cognitive
load [12].

To address some of these challenges, researchers have investi-
gated approaches to help developers find information relevant to
their development tasks. Early web-based code search approaches,
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such as Mica [42] and Assieme [14], augmented search results with
links to code elements contained within the search result pages to
help developers refine the results. With the growth of SO as an es-
sential source of development knowledge, approaches have focused
on summarizing SO posts to answer a developer’s query. For exam-
ple, AnswerBot uses natural language processing to combine the
textual information frommultiple posts to create diverse summaries
without focusing specifically on providing API information [46].
Biker provides summary documentation for specific APIs relevant
to a developer’s search query but requires a custom search engine
indexed on SO data dumps and the official Java documentation [17].
More recent tools based on large language models (LLMs), such
as ChatGPT and Copilot, offer alternative ways for developers to
obtain solutions to their tasks. However, the solutions produced
by these approaches can be incorrect [30], verbose [18], and often
require repeated refinement of the queries [28], making it difficult
for developers to understand and compare solutions.

In this paper, we introduce an approach, called Scout, which
succinctly represents the results of a search query using API sig-
natures to make it easier for developers to identify and compare
information relevant to their API search tasks (Figure 1b). Specif-
ically, Scout adapts the presentation of SO Google search result
pages so developers can more directly compare alternative solu-
tions in the limited space of the IDE by hiding non-essential and
duplicate information.

Scout extracts these signatures, consisting of a method name,
class type, parameter type(s), and return type, from the SO posts in
the developer’s search results. These signatures are presented as
focus points, giving developers an overview of potential solutions
without having to examine each post individually. This overview
encourages top-down information gathering where developers first
identify the most appropriate signatures before examining detailed
code examples and descriptions from the source SO posts.

Scout is integrated into the IDE enabling developers to assess
their search results directly from their code without losing focus on
their current task. Using this integration, Scout also automatically
derives terms, such as variable types and library names, from the
code the developer is working on as context to improve the API
signature recommendations. When making a search, Scout suggests
some of these terms to help scope the developer’s query. Once the
developer has performed their search, Scout extracts the embedded
API call signatures from each SO post in the search results. Scout
presents the top-three signatures under the title of each post after
ranking the signatures by their frequency of occurrence and the
number of types they share with the developer’s context.

To evaluate Scout, we conducted a controlled experiment with
40 developers. In the experiment, we asked participants to complete
six coding tasks, randomly assigning them to either our experimen-
tal treatment, which presented API call signatures, or a baseline
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(a) Standard view with Google’s text preview. (b) Scout with API signatures.

(c) Expanded API call signature in Scout with
class type (Intl.NumberFormat), function name
(format), parameter types (number) and return
type (string). Icons from left to right indicate
whether the signature came from the accepted,
top-voted, ormost recent answer. The currently
selected USAGE tab shows just the function call
and the parent variable (money) while the CODE
tab shows the full code example. Clicking the
icon on the right opens the full answer inside
Scout.

Figure 1: Search results interface.

treatment which presented regular Google search results within
the IDE. For the study, we implemented Scout as a VSCode IDE
extension that ran directly in participants’ browsers, recording their
interaction and feedback as they completed the study tasks.

Overall, Scout made the most relevant information more directly
accessible, resulting in participants completing almost half of the
tasks directly using Scout’s signature presentation and significantly
reducing the number of posts opened by participants by 64%. Fur-
ther, participants valued Scout’s API-centered presentation and
Scout’s automatically inferred context terms helped to significantly
reduce the number of searches that developers performed.

This paper makes two primary contributions:
(1) A novel approach and prototype tool supporting developers’

API queries by (a) presenting the search results centered
around API signatures to direct further investigation, and
(b) using type information to rank the fit of the API signa-
tures with the developer’s code. Unlike prior approaches,
Scout works with live search results rather than building a
custom search engine indexing offline data dumps.

(2) A dataset and empirical findings from a controlled experi-
ment with 40 developers demonstrating that Scout supports
developers in finding the information they need to complete
API tasks more effectively than a traditional web search.

2 APPROACH
Up to 50% of developers’ searches are to locate and obtain API
information relevant to their current task [1, 14, 16, 21, 39, 45].

For these searches, developers usually switch from their IDE to a
web browser, create a query, parse through the query results, go
through the result pages to locate relevant information, and, once
located, go back and forth between their code and the web browser
to understand if and how the information fits [6, 31]. These actions
are extraneous to the task and detrimental to developers’ focus and
cognitive load [12].

Our objective is to direct developers to the API information most
relevant to their tasks. Concretely, we aim to focus a developer’s
search and navigation towards task-relevant information, reduce
the amount of content developers need to investigate, tailor the
remaining information to the developer’s working context, and
present the results within the IDE to minimize cross-application
switches.

We chose a focus+context design which enables developers to
first identify interesting APIs and then obtain additional contex-
tual information to help the developer integrate the API into their
code [26]. We use API call signatures as focus points within the
results of a search (Figure 1b) since call signatures are both compact
and provide enough information for developers to understand how
they work [24]. Developers can expand the API signature to a min-
imal code example to obtain additional usage context (Figure 1c).

The focus+context design was the result of an iterative design
process informed by our prior observations of developers searching
Google during live-streamed development sessions [6]. Our initial
design used text snippets, extracted from SO answers referencing
elements in the developer’s source code, to explain the API. How-
ever, we found that prose made it difficult for developers to identify
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how to use the API (e.g., input and return types) and often required
considerable space in the IDE due to the low information density
of written text. In a subsequent design, we provided minimal code
examples, displaying only the lines of code referencing the API
related to the developer’s source code, to make API usage more
apparent. However, even with this design, it was still difficult for
developers to identify and compare APIs as the API calls were ob-
fuscated by the other code in the example. Nonetheless, the design
provided valuable context when developers wanted to use the API,
so we included it in our prototype as the default view when the
signature is expanded.

Our final Scout prototype is implemented as VSCode extension
supporting the JavaScript programming language and focuses on
retrieving API-related information from Stack Overflow as it is
one of the most commonly used Q&A websites for developers [45].
Figure 2 provides an outline of the steps Scout performs when
answering a developer’s search query.

2.1 Contextualizing Developer’s Searches
Scout uses context terms extracted from the code the developer is
working on in the IDE’s editor to (i) automatically augment the
developer’s search queries and (ii) rank the search results. When-
ever a developer switches to Scout, the context terms are extracted
from the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the developers’ active code
file. Scout identifies the function the developer is working on (the
active function) by using the cursor location in the code file. Scout
retrieves the function’s class type, parameter types, return types,
and the types of any in-scope variables, along with the names of
external libraries and any function calls made within the active
function whose call chain originates in an external library. Scout
retrieves the programming language from the file extension.

Scout automatically suggests the programming language, exter-
nal library names, and library call context terms whenever a devel-
oper performs a query (Figure 2a). By default, these terms are added
to the developer’s query to tailor the search to the developer’s code
context. Adding these context terms to a developer’s search query
is motivated by prior observations that developers typically include
terms such as the name of the programming language, frameworks,
and libraries (e.g., HTML/JQuery) when searching the web [16].
The developer’s search is ultimately performed using Google1 with
the site:stackoverflow.com domain filter (Figure 2b).

When recommending API signatures identified within the search
results (Section 2.2), Scout uses the type context (class, parame-
ter/variable, and return types) to rank the signatures based on how
easily they could be implemented in the scope of the active function.

2.2 Identifying Relevant Signatures
To generate the API signatures from SO posts, Scout uses a three-
step process (Figure 2c). First, the code blocks within each answer
of a SO post are merged into a single virtual file which is then
parsed into an AST using ts-morph,2 a wrapper for the TypeScript
compiler. When parsing, Scout assumes that the programming lan-
guage in the code blocks is the same as that of the source code

1We use SerpAPI (https://serpapi.com) to avoid manually scraping search results.
2https://ts-morph.com/

Figure 2: Scout’s search process.

the developer is working on in the IDE; answers for which pars-
ing fails are ignored. Second, Scout identifies the top-level call
expressions within the parsed ASTs, excluding commonly used
global calls, which, for JavaScript, include console.*, alert, and
require. Finally, Scout uses a best-effort approach to resolve the
class, parameter, and return types for the signatures based on the
calls and surrounding example code in the SO answer. Specifically,
Scout infers the type from literal values used in the example. In
cases where answers are incomplete (e.g., an undefined variable
passed as a parameter), Scout extracts a partial signature omitting
the types that could not be determined (for parameter types, we
substitute unknown to maintain parameter positions). For calls that
are part of the language, Scout further abstracts any literal types
using the compiler’s built-in type definitions.

Scout includes the top three API call signatures generated for a
SO post, based on the signature’s frequency within the post and by
the number of types that overlap with the function the developer
is actively working on (see section 2.1). Types overlap when the
signature’s class type matches an imported type or any types in the
scope of the developer’s active function (e.g., variable or parameter),
the signature’s parameter types match any types in the scope of the
active function, or the signature’s return type matches the return
type of the active function.

2.3 Integrating Results Within the IDE
Scout renders a succinct summary of a developer’s search results
(Figure 2d), providing the title of the post (textual description) and
the top three API call signatures and code examples essential for
understanding and using the APIs [29, 47]. In contrast to Google
where the information provided by the summary varies (Figure 1a),
Scout’s signature summary consistently provides the required in-
formation (Figure 1b). Additionally, Scout prefixes the signatures
with up to three icons (check mark, arrow, and clock) indicating the
quality of the SO answers (accepted, top-voted, and most-recent,

https://serpapi.com
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respectively) the signature comes from. The compact nature of
Scout’s signature representation, combined with the textual de-
scription, make the representation ideal for summarizing search
results within the limited space in the IDE.

To help developers better assess the suitability of an API call and
integrate it into their code, Scout also provides a minimal usage
example when the signature is expanded (Figure 1c). Scout extracts
usage examples from the highest voted answers that contain the
signature. For the minimal usage example, Scout includes only the
function call, source object, parameter values, and the return value
of the call. Scout also provides the corresponding full code example
in the CODE tab (Figure 1c) from the answer of the post, in case
developers need additional information to understand the API call
and its context. Finally, developers can open the full answer on the
SO post within Scout by clicking on the signature.

Our approach aims to reduce the effort required for locating and
integrating relevant API information into the code. Specifically, to
avoid the back-and-forth navigation between the IDE and pages
in a web browser, Scout presents the search results next to the
developer’s active code editor and focuses on the most relevant
information to accommodate the limited space within the IDE. The
proximity of the search results to the active code file, and the focus
on the relevant parts of the search results within Scout, are meant
to make it easier for developers to understand if an API call is suited
for their coding task while allowing the API call to be used directly.

3 METHODOLOGY
We conducted a controlled experiment with 40 participants compar-
ing our signature-based presentation with standard Google search
results to evaluate whether Scout effectively distills the essential
information developers require to identify API solutions.

3.1 Experimental Design
The controlled experiment followed a within-participant design
in which participants completed tasks with two treatments: a con-
trol treatment that presented results directly from Google search
and our experimental interactive API treatment. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of four counterbalanced experimental
blocks, as shown in Figure 3. The experiment was conducted in
three phases across the six independent tasks described in Table 1.

Figure 3: Randomized blocking for the tasks T0–T6. Dark
tasks: Scout treatment; light tasks: control treatment.

Phase A: Training. At the outset of the experiment, we introduced
participants to Scout through a guided walkthrough where they
completed a mandatory tutorial task (T0).
Phase B: Controlled queries. In this phase, we asked participants to
solve four independent tasks (T1–T4), two with the control (Google
search) and two with the experimental treatment (Scout). While the
task and treatment orders were randomized, treatment blocks were
always consecutive to reduce disorientation caused by changing
the interface too often. In this phase, we suggested an initial query
for each task so that participants could focus on the presentation
of the results without the difficulty of choosing effective query
terms [19, 35, 36]. We constructed the initial queries based on the
most common query format used by developers, consisting of the
language, a verb, and compliment terms, and verified that the results
contained a solution for the task [16]. The initial query also served
as a control ensuring that participants were given the same initial
set of search results under both treatments. However, participants
were free to make additional searches if they desired.
Phase C: User queries. The final two tasks (T5–T6) simulated scenar-
ios where participants needed to formulate and refine their search
queries, as they would when completing their own development
tasks. As with Phase B, participants were able to revise and search
as many times as they thought necessary to find information that
could help them complete their task. The initial treatment in Phase
C was aligned with Phase B to reduce treatment disorientation.

After each task in Phase B and C, participants were given a
short two-question survey to reflect on the task and to take a break
before continuing. While each task could be solved in multiple
ways, the simplest solution for each involved API calls. Participants
completed the tasks by implementing the task requirements in
individual methods following a test-driven approach using the
provided unit tests to check their solutions. Participants had to
pass all unit tests in the time allotted for each task (Table 1) before
they could progress. Participants were notified when one minute
remained; if one or more tests were still failing once the time had
elapsed, participants were prompted to immediately continue to the
next task.3 The one exception was the tutorial task T0, for which
there was no time limit and participants had to pass all tests.

The study was designed to take between 60 and 90 minutes
to complete, and to be executed entirely within the participant’s
browser. Participants were able to begin the study at any time but
had to complete it within 180 minutes. To begin the study, partic-
ipants followed an anonymous link to our online survey which
provided details about the study including the number of tasks, and
the overall time and JavaScript experience required. If the partic-
ipant consented, they were randomly assigned to one of the four
treatment blocks for the remainder of the study. We automatically
provisioned a GitHub repository, started an online VSCode IDE
(Codespace) instance, and provided participants with instructions
to access this IDE in their browser.

The web-based IDE for the study is shown in Figure 4. The main
Scout view is shown in Figure 4a; participants could enter query
terms (Figure 4i), view or disable automatically-provided context
terms (Figure 4ii), and view the API call signatures (Figure 4iii)
adjacent to their code (Figure 4b). Instructions for each task were

3However, participants could dismiss the prompt and continue working.
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Figure 4: Online study environment. Scout is open in the left panel (a) where a participant has entered a search (i) which
includes the selected context terms (ii). Underneath, the search results are summarized as call signatures (iii). The source code
and instructions are shown on the right (b)–(c) with the time remaining in the status bar (d).

Table 1: Task descriptions. Suggested keywords include both
context terms (in bold) and search terms (T0–T4).

Task Time Description/Suggested Keywords

T0 Sum numeric property in object array.
javascript sum object property array

T1 6 min Clone array of objects.
javascript clone array

T2 6 min Sort array of objects by property.
javascript sort array of objects descending

T3 6 min Find object in array with a specific value.
javascript find item in array by value

T4 6 min Localize currency display format.
javascript format currency

T5 7 min Compute a start date given end date + interval.
javascript moment

T6 7 min Create endpoint to serve a PDF report.
javascript express path

shown in a dedicated pane adjacent to the source code (Figure 4c).
Participants could click the Done button once the tests passed (or
the timer expired). Clicking Done replaced the instructions with the
task feedback survey and a link to the next task. The time remaining
was shown in the status bar at the bottom of the window (Figure 4d).

Once participants completed the final task they were directed to an
exit survey about their overall experience and demographics.

3.2 Participants
We advertised the study on a variety of online platforms including
Twitter, Mechanical Turk,4 and Prolific,5 in addition to directly con-
tacting potential participants through personal contacts. Workers
had to demonstrate their development knowledge by successfully
completing a screening questionnaire to be eligible to participate.
Figure 5 outlines our recruitment process for the study.

On Prolific, 455 workers had profiles listing appropriate devel-
opment experience [38], and passed an established pre-screener
which involved answering five basic development questions in a
two-minute survey [10]. As we were not sure how many workers
would actually complete the study, we decided to invite the top 100
qualified workers based on the number of studies they previously
completed on the platform. We also invited one additional worker
who requested to take part out of interest. Ultimately, we received
responses to 66 of the 101 invitations sent. On Mechanical Turk, 413
workers opened our survey. Since Turk does not have a separate
pre-screening and invitation process, workers had to complete the
screening questions at the start of the survey before they could
attempt the study. On both platforms, participants who did not
complete the six study tasks (either successfully or by timing out)
were considered to have withdrawn from the study.

4https://www.mturk.com
5https://www.prolific.co

https://www.mturk.com
https://www.prolific.co
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Figure 5: Participant recruitment process.

Before conducting the full experiment, we took steps to ensure
the quality of our experimental procedure. First, we piloted the
study with 20 Mechanical Turk workers. We simplified the tasks
so they could be completed in the allotted time, modified two sur-
vey questions to elicit more direct responses, and added checks
to ensure that participants were actual developers and that they
attempted all of the tasks. Second, we estimated the number of
participants required to observe differences between the two treat-
ments. We calculated that we needed a minimum of 22 participants,
contributing 66 data points over the three tasks in each condition,
using a 𝑡-test power analysis with a power level of 0.8, significance
level of .05, and recommended Cohen’s 𝑑 effect size of 0.5 [11].

In total, we received 40 complete responses from 21 professional
developers, 10 students, and 9 individuals who work with code in
other capacities. Participants (31/40 male, 7/40 female, 2/40 trans-
gender and nonbinary) reported an average of 5.8 ± 5.9 years of
professional experience and 3.4± 4.3 years of JavaScript experience.
The majority of participants came from Prolific (28/40) with the
remaining fromMechanical Turk (7/40), Twitter (1/40), and through
direct contact (4/40). Participants were paid $25.

3.3 Data Collection
The 40 participants completed 240 tasks in total. Participants were
equally assigned to each of the four trial groups, resulting in 20
observations per task (T1–T6) and treatment (control and Scout).
We consider all of these observations in the following analysis,
including 67 cases (34 control + 33 Scout) where participants ex-
ceeded the time allotted for the task. However, we exclude 11 cases
(6 control + 5 Scout) where participants did not open the provided
search interface and focus on the remaining 229 observations.

We recorded participants’ interaction with Scout while com-
pleting the task including time spent on the task, searches made
(incl. context terms), search results (incl. rank, processing time, and
signatures), and navigation of the search results (incl. signatures
expanded, results opened, and page scrolls). The data was stored
in log files committed to participants’ provisioned repositories and
merged into a single database for analysis along with participants’
responses to the post-task questions and the final survey. Our study

instruments, data, and analysis scripts are available in our replica-
tion package.6

4 RESULTS
Scout’s main purpose is to direct developers to the API information
most relevant to their tasks by reducing the number of posts devel-
opers need to investigate. To achieve this objective, Scout uses API
call signatures to represent the information in the search results,
and context terms from the developer’s source code to augment the
search terms and rank the signatures. We investigate these aspects
in comparison to a traditional Google search approach, focusing
on the following research questions:
RQ1 How do API signatures and automatically identified context

terms affect developers’ search for API information?
RQ2 How does Scouts’ API signature representation affect the

way developers locate relevant information?
RQ3 How effectively do developers complete tasks with Scout?
RQ4 What is the developers’ experience using Scout?
To analyze these questions we use a complementary, mixed

methods approach integrating participants’ quantitative interaction
data and qualitative feedback [5]. When assessing significance, we
use Welch’s 𝑡-test, after verifying normality using the Shapiro-Wilk
test, and report normalized effect sizes with Cohen’s 𝑑 .

4.1 User Performance
In this section, we compare participants’ searches, the SO posts and
answers they viewed, and the success and time for completing the
tasks across the 229 cases in the two experimental conditions.

4.1.1 Searching. Overall, participants made significantly fewer
searches when using Scout, going down 19% from 1.6 to 1.3 searches
on average (𝑡 = −1.98, 𝑝 = .025;𝑑 = 0.26). In Phase B, searches de-
creased from 1.3 to 1.1 (15%) and from 2.1 to 1.7 (19%) in Phase C.
One explanation for this decrease could be that the API signature
summaries allowed participants to recognize relevant solutions
faster so they avoided immediately making a new search. Another
explanation could be that Scout’s automatic addition of context
terms to searches led to more suitable initial results requiring par-
ticipants to make fewer refinements to their search queries.

6https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/DETRW

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/DETRW
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To investigate the effect of Scouts’ context terms, we examined
the searches participants made during tasks T5 and T6 (Phase C, Fig-
ure 3). We consider the first search participants made during a task
as their initial search and any subsequent searches as refinements
to improve their results. For each task, we ordered participants’
searches by time and manually marked keywords that overlapped
with Scout’s context terms to account for misspellings and abbre-
viations (e.g., js for JavaScript). Of the 152 searches participants
made in total, 83 were under the control condition (with 39 initial
searches, as one participant did not search) and 69 were under Scout
(40 initial searches).

Overall, we found that participants refined a smaller proportion
of their initial searches under Scout when context terms were pro-
vided (14/40 vs 26/39). In the control treatment where no context
terms were included, we found that 32/83 searches included a con-
text term that would have been added by Scout automatically. Of
these 32 searches, participants manually included a context term in
21 of their 39 initial searches and 11 of the 26 searches they refined.
These manually entered terms were distributed across the names
of libraries (60%), programming languages (41%), and API calls (2%)
aligning with the terms Scout suggests. However, some of the terms
Scout suggested did not always align perfectly, with participants
removing a library term in 3 of the 69 searches.

When asked how well the suggested context terms aligned with
those they would include manually, 28/40 (72%) of participants
responded positively. The terms Scout recommended “seemed ap-
propriate and helpful” (P15) and were ones they “would include in
order to narrow the search results” (P24). Participants specifically
mentioned they “liked having the language already embedded” (P28)
and were “glad [they] didn’t have to repeat it each time” (P23).

RQ1 Summary Scout significantly reduces the number of
searches developers perform,with context terms effectively
augmenting developers’ searches.

4.1.2 Locating. Participants successfully completed 47% (54/115)
of the tasks directly from the information provided in Scout’s API
signature summaries. In contrast, participants only solved 2% (2/114)
of the tasks using just the information presented in the Google
results (control). The API signature summaries in Scout provided
quick access to the relevant information, and participants expanded
an average of two signatures and less than one code example. In
nearly half of the cases (24/54), participants also copied information
directly from the signature summary into their code.

With Scout, participants opened an average of 0.8 SO posts to
access further information, significantly fewer than the 2.2 posts
they opened when using the Google results (𝑡 = −6.60, 𝑝 < .001;𝑑 =

0.87). This 64% reduction in navigation cost can partly be attributed
to the information and visual cues included in the API signature
summaries that made it “easy to find a solution” (P1, P2, P11, P17,
P24, P26, P36, P39). The check mark and most-upvoted icons helped
participants “decide where to click first” (P15, P39), while the usage
and code tabs specifically made locating a solution easier (P6, P17,
P25, P23). Participants also liked “being able to see function signatures
of answers” (P13), allowing them to compare “different solutions right

in the results page..looking there instead of clicking into every link”
(P25). In contrast, the Google results were not always helpful in
locating solutions (P9, P16, P17, P24) since the information might
be “not in context and not necessarily very relevant” (P4). In these
cases, participants instead used the title (P4, P39) to “click into the
SO links and read the thread” (P9) in the full-page view (P4, P10).

Since there are several answers per post that developers might
go through to locate a solution, we also examined the number of
answers developers looked at. We considered an answer as viewed
when at least half of it was visible in the search interface for at
least one second based on scroll events. Overall, study participants
viewed an average of 2.5 answers per task when using signature
summaries, significantly fewer than the 5.4 answers with Google
results (𝑡 = −2.82, 𝑝 = .002;𝑑 = 0.37). When focusing solely on the
times a participant opened a post, the number of answers looked at
is almost the same in both conditions, with 3.2 answers read per
opened post for tasks with Scout and 3.1 answers with Google (no
significant difference, 𝑡 = 0.19, 𝑝 = .577;𝑑 = .02).

When opening a post, Scout enabled participants to jump directly
to the answer corresponding to a specific API signature via a link,
rather than examining each answer starting from the top of a post.
Participants used this link for 8 of the 61 (13%) tasks where they
opened a post, viewing an average of 1.8 answers once the post
was open, including the linked answer.

RQ2 Summary API signature summaries make relevant
information directly accessible so that developers open
significantly fewer SO posts and look through significantly
fewer answers.

4.1.3 Task Completion. Overall, we found that there was no sig-
nificant difference in participants’ success rate or completion times
between the two conditions. In terms of success rate, we marked a
task as successful if the participant’s solution passed all of the pro-
vided unit tests. While participants were slightly more successful
when using API signatures, completing 90/115 tasks compared to
the 85/114 tasks when using Google results, the difference was not
significant (Two-Proportions Z-Test 𝜒2 = 0.2537, 𝑑 𝑓 = 1, 𝑝 = .307).
There was also no significant difference when excluding cases that
exceeded the allotted time.

In cases where participants were unsuccessful, we coded the
feedback they provided to understand their main challenges under
the two conditions. When using Google results (without context
terms), participants’ main issue was “finding the right search terms”
(P14; P10, P17, P20, P24, P27). When using Scout’s API signatures,
“finding a relevant code sample seemed straightforward” but partic-
ipants wasted time resolving variable name typos (P1, P26) and
not using the signatures sooner (P25; P33). Despite their similar
performance under the two treatments, 36/40 participants indicated
a strong preference for API signatures, as P39’s feedback illustrates:
“[Google] was missing the organized function [API] call signatures
like the previous tasks. I liked those!”.

Regarding completion time, participants were generally able
to complete the tasks in the allotted time. We measured partici-
pants’ completion times from the start of the task to when they
clicked done, including the time they spent comprehending the task
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and implementing a solution (Figure 6). While tasks were overall
completed slightly faster on average with the control condition
(4m18s) than with Scout (4m24s), a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA, treating the task as a blocking factor, showed that the treat-
ment had no significant effect on participants’ completion times
(𝐹 (1, 227) = 0.06, 𝑝 = .81). Note that we are missing the completion
time for one participant for T6 due to technical issues. In 67 cases,
participants exceeded the allotted time, including four large outliers
in T1 (19m6s), T2 (27m22s), T3 (17m32s), and T6 (13m32s), with 34
cases in the control condition and 33 with Scout. Ultimately, 6 of
the 34 cases in the control condition were successfully completed
and 8 of the 33 using Scout. Our results remained consistent when
excluding these cases: participants took 3m0s on average for the
control condition and 3m6s for Scout, and the ANOVA showed no
significant difference.

T1
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T3

T4

T5

T6

00:00 01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00

Duration (Minutes)

Ta
sk

Treatment

Control
Signature

Figure 6: Distribution of task completion times. For readabil-
ity, we do not show the four large outliers.

RQ3 Summary Despite the significant reduction in infor-
mation when using API signature summaries, there is no
significant effect on developers’ task success or completion
time between conditions.

4.2 Tool Performance
It is important that search tools respond quickly with useful sugges-
tions that help developers successfully complete their tasks. Here
we report on Scout’s signature ranking and processing latency.

4.2.1 Conciseness and Ranking. Overall, Scout provided partici-
pants with succinct representations of the information available in
their search results by surfacing task-relevant API signatures. The
SO posts in the search results for the 69 searches participants made
using Scout in T5 and T6 contained an average of 30k words and 292
LoC with 122 signatures across 26 answers. Instead of participants
manually opening posts and looking through the answers for the
appropriate API information, Scout provided a concise overview,
summarizing the results into 23 signatures using 86 words and 23
LoC on average.

To examine how effectively Scout ranks API signatures within
each SO post, we manually compared participants’ solutions with
the API signatures shown by Scout for the last search made by each
participant during T5 and T6. For these searches, there were 15
signatures on average in each post from which Scout selected the 3
most relevant considering the participant’s code. We found that 31%
of participants’ solutions used the first signature, 64% used one of
the first 3 signatures, and 97% used one of the first 10. For some tasks,
participants were impressed with the signature ranking noting that
“the first item..had the answer I needed” (P32; P20). However, the
ranking was not always perfect (P9, P28, P29, P31, P35) leading
participants to examine signatures that were not always relevant
(P5, P10, P32). In these cases, signatures can helpmitigate the impact
of ranking by enabling developers to directly assess the relevance
of the results without opening the full SO post: “It was really easy
to find the answer, even though it wasn’t the first one because [the
signatures] were nicely collapsed. The example also helped” (P31).
Participants also suggested that the ranking could be improved by
incorporating the number of upvotes (P27) and answer recency
(P8, P24) into the ranking algorithm, and prioritizing signatures
with shorter code examples (P26, P32), or those meeting technical
requirements such as the language revision (P20).

4.2.2 Latency. Scout creates the API signature summaries by pro-
cessing the first 10 SO posts returned within Google’s search results.
Since this processing happens in real time and can impact Scout’s
usability, we analyzed the latency it adds to the Google search re-
sults. We found that Scout took an average of 4.4s to display the
first search result and an average of 5.0s for Google’s top-ranked
result, on the 8-core virtual machines used during the study. While
this latency is below the 10s tolerable wait time for web-based in-
formation retrieval tasks, it is longer than the sub-2s ideal wait time
[27]. According to participants, the latency was not a major factor
affecting Scout’s usability and is partly offset by reducing naviga-
tional overhead (Section 4.1.2), which may result in an overall faster
“experience” (P15). However, some participants did mention that
the “search could be faster” compared to Google’s highly-optimized
search engine (P5, P8, P11, P18).

4.3 User Experience
For developers to actually find solutions using a search tool, it must
be usable and support the types of searches developers make during
their tasks. We examine these aspects below.

4.3.1 Usability. Participants indicated that Scout has good usability,
assigning it an average system usability score of 78 (a score of 70 is
average) [3]. They found it “helpful to have [the results] in the IDE”
(P39) so they did not “have to leave the [..] code” (P15) and “loved
that [they] didn’t have to switch tabs/windows” (P19). However, one
usability challenge was the limited space available in the IDE (P4,
P6, P8, P11, P16, P18, P23, P29, P37) which made the interface “a bit
too busy” (P28) and “slightly harder to navigate” (P13).

When comparing the API signature summaries with standard
Google result summaries, participants generally found that signa-
tures were quicker to scan for useful solutions saving them time
and mental energy processing full SO posts. However, participants
noted that with signatures it could be “a little tough to know which
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result to use [from] the initial view” (P15) without more documenta-
tion (P5, P6, P13, P23). In contrast, the textual content of standard
Google results resized to fit the space available in the IDE but re-
quired additional navigation to “dig” through code, comments, and
links to get an actual solution (P20, P23).

4.3.2 Search Suitability. Participants indicated that signature sum-
maries are best suited to searches involving basic tasks where they
are familiar with the overall approach and need to recall details
about common API calls such as syntax using code examples. How-
ever, they are not as useful for searches involving specific or complex
tasks that require a detailed understanding of possible solutions us-
ing multi-line code examples, or for tasks that are conceptual in
nature. Participants reported that 58% of their day-to-day searches
are for basic tasks while 38% are for complex tasks. To better sup-
port these two types of searches, participants suggested “having
both [summaries] at once” (P15, P31) by adding full API signatures
or even “just function names” (P20, P23) to the Google results.

4.3.3 IDE Integration. Participants were generally positive about
Scout’s integration into the IDE, but also suggested some ideas to
further the integration. Concretely, participants suggested adding
a “copy” button (P28, P33) that “drops the [summary] code into the
source file” (23), and altering the summary code to match the source
code; e.g., by “matching the parameter [names]” (P31) and “high-
lighting variables” (P16). To maximize the limited window space,
participants suggested using “[line wrapping] for signature sum-
maries to reduce horizontal scrolling” (P24), and providing “tooltips
to view text snippets related to code” (P4, P24) with an option to
“expand the Scout window or open the links in new windows” (P18).

RQ4 Summary Participants valued Scout’s concise API
signature presentation and the tight IDE integration that
speeds up scanning and locating solutions. Scout is par-
ticularly suitable for basic search tasks comprising more
than half of developers’ day-to-day work.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss some challenges and solutions for extend-
ing Scout to developers’ workflows in practice.

5.1 Contextualizing Developers’ Searches
Constructing effective queries can be difficult, leading developers
to invest time and mental effort examining results which are not
relevant to their task. We found that many of the terms developers
include in their queries to filter the search results can be automati-
cally extracted from their source code and, by presenting the terms
explicitly, enable developers to actively guide the search process.
Participants found the terms that Scout included in their searches
aligned with their expectations and even thought that additional
terms, such as variable types, and terms from specially formatted
comments like JSDoc (P4, P26, P28, P37), would be helpful. How-
ever, they acknowledged that it would not always “reasonable [..]
when [the terms] don’t show up in code” (P31). Some participants
were concerned that Scout might “infer too [many terms]” (P15)
from longer functions that could introduce noise into their searches

(P8). Future approaches could automatically include the 2–3 terms
closest to the developer’s cursor and offer remaining terms through
autocomplete. Participants also thought that providing “suggestions
like Google’s ‘Did you mean...?’” (P19) could help them “search for
similar problems” (P2).

5.2 Alternative API Oracles
The focus of our experiment was to study the effect of using API
signatures to orient developers within their search results and help
them locate a solution more directly, independent of where the
API signature information was derived from. While there are ex-
isting approaches that share similar goals, such as Prompter [33],
PostFinder [37], and Biker [17], they focus on improving the under-
lying search results through custom search engines. Instead, Scout
focuses on aligning the presentation of the information contained
within a set of search results to the developer’s task. By decoupling
the presentation of search results, Scout works on top of any search
engine providing SO results. Due to its ubiquity, quality of results,
and ease of use, we chose to use Google as our baseline search
provider within Scout.

Tools based on LLMs, such as ChatGPT and Copilot, are another
source of API information but, similar to web search, require devel-
opers to either craft effective queries or look through the responses
to identify relevant information. In the case of ChatGPT’s conver-
sational interface, developers often have to try multiple queries to
obtain a complete solution for their task [28]. This process adds
overhead as developers have to read the frequently verbose, and
structurally variable, responses and think about how to refine their
queries to elicit the desired information [18]. Copilot avoids queries
by generating multiple code solutions from cues in the developer’s
source code. However, the code-only representation of solutions
makes them difficult for developers to fully assess, which is im-
portant since the solutions can be wrong in subtle ways [30]. Fur-
ther, the size of the solutions, and Copilot’s autocomplete interface,
which provides one solution at a time, can make it hard for devel-
opers to efficiently compare alternative solutions. The presentation
system used by Scout can be applied to existing LLM tools to en-
able their recommendations to be presented in a way that is better
tailored to the developer’s task.

5.3 Summarizing Task-Centric Results
Text snippets, like the ones typically used by web search engines,
can be generated robustly but have inherent limitations when sum-
marizing developer-specific results such as being “out of context”
(P4), containing “unnecessary details” (P17), and preventing develop-
ers from “easily seeing and comparing answers” (P15). For searches
about APIs, we found that signatures address these limitations by
enabling developers to locate solutions for their tasks more directly.
To make the summaries easier to navigate, participants suggested
including the age (P10), number of votes, and source answers for
each signature (P13, P24), and always providing the full signature
“showing what parameters the function accepts, rather than just based
on its usage in that specific answer” (P38). Participants also sug-
gested removing the Usage tab (P23), or defaulting to the Code tab
(P29) to “save an extra click” (P19). For code examples, participants
wanted “longer documentation” or a “small summary” (P5, P36) with
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“comments in the code” (P39, P7) and links to the function’s official
documentation (P10, P13, P36).

While signatures can help developers save time by directly sur-
facing the API information contained in their search results, the
latency from processing the search results in real time can dimin-
ish Scout’s overall time savings. The primary factors contributing
to Scout’s latency are fetching the posts from SO and processing
the code examples into ASTs. In future work we will examine ap-
proaches to minimize real time processing latency, for example,
by requesting posts directly through the SO API rather than using
proxied network requests, and by caching the code example ASTs.

5.4 Completing Tasks
We designed Scout to reduce cognitive load and help developers
focus on their tasks. However, it is difficult to reliably measure
these aspects directly so we instead examined completion times
and success rates, which are common measures when comparing
alternative tool designs. We did not find significant differences in
completion time or success rate between the Google and Scout
conditions. On one hand, we view this as a positive result since we
compared Scout’s novel interface, which participants had to learn
while completing actual development tasks, with Google, one of the
most commonly used web search tool by developers. On the other
hand, we expect Scout could be faster in practice by enabling devel-
opers to search directly in the IDE, avoiding the cognitive overhead
associated with the context switches and windowmanagement that
occur when using a separate browser application. For this study, we
compared both conditions within the IDE to avoid any confounds
and privacy concerns outside of our main evaluation of Scout’s API
signatures.

5.5 Threats to Validity
We describe the limitations of our study below.

Internal Validity. This study uses a within-subject design which
introduces confounds such as carryover and ordering effects. We
randomly assigned participants to one of four trial groups, following
a balanced Latin Square design, to help mitigate these effects, and
included breaks to limit participant fatigue.

Before starting the study, we conducted a power analysis to esti-
mate the number of participants necessary to observe statistically
significant results. While we used the recommended effect size of
𝑑 = 0.5, our post-hoc power analysis indicates the actual effect
size was much smaller at 𝑑 = 0.13 limiting our interpretation of
success rate and completion time. By using many shorter tasks,
participants’ overall completion times may have been dominated
by aspects of the task other than searching, including reading in-
structions, comprehending code, and testing solutions.

External Validity. The results from this study may not generalize
to all developers and tasks. We chose to run the study primarily
on paid platforms to recruit a large number of diverse participants
who would have been difficult to contact directly. However, by
conducting this study on paid platforms, participantsmay have been
incentivized to misrepresent their ability or otherwise complete the
study differently than expected (e.g., by working onmultiple studies
simultaneously). We used a validated questionnaire to prescreen

participants, and required participants to successfully complete the
tutorial task and attempt all of the tasks before being compensated.

The tasks we used for the study were designed to represent
individual components of larger features found in real software
systems. We chose to use short tasks, presented in isolation, to pro-
vide more comparison points and to help ensure participants could
make progress while keeping the overall study duration reasonable.
We intended this design to match how developers decompose their
tasks and search for solutions in practice.

6 RELATEDWORK
Developers perform two steps to locate solutions on the web: first,
they generate search terms and then they navigate among the
result pages. Prior work has generally approached these steps inde-
pendently by creating tools that help developers either construct
search queries using code terms in the IDE or navigate the result
pages by transforming their content using different summarization
techniques in the web browser.

6.1 Constructing Search Queries
Coming up with effective search terms is difficult and often requires
developers to refine their terms after investigating the results, which
can take considerable time [35, 50]. One way to minimize this re-
finement phase is to use keywords from the text in the IDE, such as
source code and error messages, to generate queries automatically.
An early example of this approach is Strathcona, which automati-
cally recommends API usage examples from an oracle based on the
structural context of the source code selected by a developer in their
IDE [15]. Pycee and Maestro use stack traces to generate searches
to help developers locate information about program errors [23, 43].
Fishtail, Reverb, and Prompter use the code entities developers
have recently interacted with to recommend previously viewed
web pages ([40, 41]) and relevant SO posts ([33]). StackInTheFlow,
PostFinder, FaCoY, and Bing Developer Assistant generate
searches on-demand from the code selected by developers in the
IDE [13, 20, 37, 49].

However, these approaches rely on custom search indexes that
may not always have the most up-to-date information (e.g., SO
data dumps). It can also be difficult for developers to guide these
approaches using their knowledge of the task since the search
queries are generated and run transparently. Instead, Scout offers
code terms that developers can use to augment their queries, similar
to Blueprint [7], allowing them to actively control the results from
standard search engines with minimal effort.

6.2 Transforming Search Results
Generating effective queries is only the first part of locating solu-
tions on the web: developers still need to find the specific kinds of
information relevant to their task from their search results, such as
explanations and examples of API usage [16]. Unfortunately, find-
ing APIs within the search results can be difficult when developers
are only given limited information about the result such as the title
(e.g., Google, Prompter, PostFinder).

One way to help developers effectively navigate the results is
to annotate them with developer-specific information. Mica and
Assieme extract the function and type names, respectively, from
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search result pages so that developers can easily assess and refine
the results [14, 42]. Libra adds a plot to Google’s search result
page visualizing results according to the number and diversity of
overlapping code terms, helping guide developers toward pages
with more details or alternative solutions [34]. A tool by Liu et
al. identifies latent developer needs within SO questions to help
developers identify posts relevant to their task [22].

Alternatively, approaches can provide a summary of the results
so developers do not need to examine each result individually.
Example Overflow presents the top 5 accepted code examples
from SO search results in a single view allowing developers to eas-
ily compare them [48]. While such code examples can be helpful,
they can be time-consuming to read and may not reflect common
usage. Exempla Gratis identifies common usage patterns across
multiple code examples to identify the idiomatic usage of developer-
specified API methods [4]. Instead of code examples, AnswerBot
focuses on textual content to extract a diverse summary across
answers to give developers an overview of the entire SO post [46].

Some of these approaches have focused on summarizing API in-
formation. CAPS summaries SO posts describing API issues to help
developers improve the API design [2], while a tool by Campos et
al. identifies highly-voted answers across SO posts demonstrating
how to use an API [8]. Opiner provides sentiment about Java pack-
ages found in SO code examples based on the answer text to help
developers decide between alternative APIs. Biker uses heuristics
to extract API entities from hyperlinks and code tags in the top-50
SO posts related to a developer’s search by comparing them to a
curated oracle of Java API names. The entities are mapped to their
fully qualified name and ranked by frequency and similarity of the
post title with the search terms. The API description, a list of similar
questions, and code examples are presented in a dedicated browser
window using plain text [17].

While we share a similar objective with Biker, our approach dif-
fers in several key ways. We focus on presenting APIs interactively
in the IDE where developers can compare different options before
expanding detailed usage examples. Our approach works in real
time using Google search results avoiding the need to construct
and update a custom search engine. Finally, we consider where the
extracted APIs will be used in the developer’s code when making
recommendations.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced Scout, a tool to help developers locate
API information within their search results by extracting, ranking,
and presenting compact API signatures directly within the IDE.
Scout works on top of existing search engines by incorporating
terms found within the developer’s source code to augment their
search queries and adjust the search results. In a controlled experi-
ment with 40 developers, we found that presenting search results as
API signatures enabled developers to easily compare different APIs
and interactively drill down to details when needed, significantly
reducing the amount of information they examined. Participants
were able to complete API search tasks with Scout’s novel interface
while maintaining similar task completion times and success rates.

Our findings indicate that the way information about source
code is presented can affect the amount of effort required for devel-
opers to complete their tasks. Code context provides an effective
mechanism for tailoring the representation of developer’s informa-
tion resources to their task. In the case of API search tasks, an API
signature representation helps developers assess the relevance of
search result pages and, for many searches, provides exactly the
required information.
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